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Duncan, Russell (1910-?) and Duncan, Anna Marie Mohagen
Russell Duncan – Anna Mohagen Family History, 1748-1977
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Small Collection 809

OVERVIEW

Access: The collection is open under the rules and regulations of the Institute.

Provenance: Donated by Unknown.

Property rights: The Institute for Regional Studies owns the property rights to this collection.

Copyrights: Copyrights to this collection is held by the Institute.

Citation: [Identification of item]. Russell Duncan – Anna Mohagen Family History (SC 809), Institute for Regional Studies, North Dakota State University, Fargo.

BIOGRAPHY

Farmer, legislator, and established seed company, Russell Chase & Sons, native of Calvin, N.D.

SCOPE AND CONTENT

Photocopy of handwritten genealogy of the Duncan and Mohagen families with autobiographies of Russell (born William Russell Duncan) and Anna Mohagen Duncan.
BOX AND FOLDER LIST

Photocopy of handwritten genealogy of the Duncan and Mohagen families with autobiographies of Russell (born William Russell Duncan) and Anna Mohagen Duncan.